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OPTICAL TRANSITION RADIAT#ON MEASUREMENTS FOR THE LOS ALAMOS AND

BOEING FREE-ELECTRON LASER EXPERIMENTS

A.H. Lumpkin, R. B. Feldman, D. W. Feldman, S. A. Apgar, and B. E. Carlsten

Los Alamos National Laborat~ry

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

and

R. B. Fiorito and D. W. Rule
Naval Surface Warfare Cenle:

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000, U.S.A.

Abstract

Optical transition radiation (OTR) measurements of the electron-beam

emittance have been performed at a location just before the wiggler in the Los

Alamos Free-Electron Laser (FEL) experiment. Beam profiles and beam divergence

patterns from a single macropulse were recorcied simultaneously using two in-

tensified charge-injection device (CID) television cameras and an optical

beamsplitter. Both single-foil OTR and two-foil OTR interference experiments were

performed. Preliminary results are compared to a reference variable quadruple,

single screen [echnique. New aspects of using OTR properties for pointing [he

e-beam on the FEL oscillator axis, as well as measuring e-beam emi[tance are

addressed,

1. lN’l-ROD[lImTloN

Characterization of [hc clcc[ron beam .:i; ving a Free-Electron Laser (FL1.) is an important

nsIIect of op[imir, ing such sys[cms. In particular, good electron beam emit[ancc cun be a cri[icol

issue ensuring spa[ial ovcrlop of [be op[ical and electron beams in the wiggler, An effec[ivc,

newly developed technique for measuring elrc[ron-beam emit[xnce on a single macropu]sc (~IId

pcrll~ll)s ii fcw micr(~pulses) of the high-current, high-energy electron beams uscs Ihc uni~lut)

pl(:lwltirs 01”opli(ml transition radi;l[ion (()”[’R), ‘1his radintion is rmittrd whrn n chnrgc(!-

~~:~r[icle be;lm Iransits SIn interfacr between two media of different diclcc[ric constants.

Rodin[iors is emitted in both forwnrd and backwnrd directions, “1’hc btickword I{}be is a

(unc[i n {)f [hc I;rcsnt+l reflection cocffit-ients so I~IUIdetection al 90” [o the bcnnI dilcctiol] is

prnclit”nl [ I - 3;. Prclitllinary beam. profile measurements at lbc I.()$ Alnrnos } Il. were rcl)[), 11’(1

I)ICvi~}usly [4], and [tic rrl}l)lic:lbili[y [(~ [hc l;l; ls is u!su m[ldrrssri! in Rcfcrcncc 5,
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TWCIsets of measurements were successfully performed at Los Alamos. Beam profiles and

beam-divergence patterns from a sing!e screen were recorded using two intensified

charge-injection device (CID) television cameras and an optical beamsplitter. Data were

recorded with and without polarization effects on both x and y axes. The separation and width

of the OTR angular distribution Icrbes (L9-1/-~) agreed with the measured electron-beam energy.

Preliminary analysis of the data yielded results consistent with the expected divergence of a

few mrad. The beam-spot detector was also used in conjunction with the standard technique of

varying the fields in a quadruple doublet and measuring the spatial profiles. These dQta will

allow a comparison of the OTR shlgle-shot technique to the multisho[ quad-scan results. A two-

foil OTR interference experiment was also performed. The comparison of these various

emittance measurements will be discussed. Based on these results and further calculations, an

OTR experiment for the Boeing FEL is being planned.

Il. TRANSITION RADIATION EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

As mentioned briefly in the introduction, OTR’S unique properties can be exploited to

provide minimally intercepting (thin foil or film) electron-beam diagnostics for position and

profile, intensity, emittance, and energy on a single macrcpulse. Figure 1 shows the qualitative

OTR patterns for normal and oblique incidence as compared to Cherenkov radiation. When the

OTR foii is at 45” to the beam; the radiation is emitted in an annular pattern around a ray at

90° [o [he beam direction, a standard viewing port geometry. In Fig. 2 the angular distribution

pa[tern is displayed in more detaii, and the lobe features include an opening angle

8P proportional to 1/7, a a lobe-width proportional to e-beama peak intensity proportional to y ,

divergence (emi[tance), and a spectral function prop,] rtional to l/A2 for an aluminium foil for

exampic.

The experiment was fieided at a position just before the wiggler in the Los Alamos FEL

experiment as ~hown in Fig. 3. A 60° achromatic bend brings the 20 MeV e-beam onlo the

oscillator axis, Viewing ports on either side of the quadruple doublet (Q3) before the wiggler

and screens tit either end of [he wiggier were used to aiign the beam with the laser refercncc

on Ihc oscillator axis, II is noted that for FELs an alignmcn[ laser often ~?xis[s for this purpose.

In this case. the same aligrrmen[ laser is specularly reflcctcd from !he ()-rtt foil and used I()

align the two intensified CID televisi[, n cameras. A large diameter I)ellicld spills the (l”I’R,

Relrofiections of ttre alignment laser off tl-e camera sensors, intensifier entrance window, :It~(i

thr front surfnce of the two Nikon 85 mm, f/1.4 lenses were used to align the dctcc[ors [()

aimut 1 mrad accuracy, A sprcial object at infinity source was used to focus [he arlgul:lr

(Iistril]uli{)n carnrra [2], while fiducials al I,he O1-R foil objrc[ plarlc were used tt~ focus [1)(’
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other camera. The sensors were adjusted so that the laser

channel (x and y) position of the data-acquisition system.

spot was detected in the central

A remotely ~perated shu[ter and

linear polarizer were placed at the exit port for the OTR source.

Figure 4 schematically shows how both the spatial intensity (beam spot profile) and the

OTR angular distribution pattern can be recorded by focussing at the image plane and the

focal plane (infinity), respectively. The spatial calibration was based on known fiducials in the

object plane while the angular sensitivity was determined by deflecting a small laser beam with

a motor-driven mirror and recording the mirror angle change and the pixel position of the spo[

in the microcomputers,

We nominally operated with about a 30- Ps-long macrcpulse, 46-ns micropulse spacing, and

-1.2 nC/micropulse, and minimal magnetic bunching in the 60° bend. This implies the

micropulse duration was about 25 ps and our peak currents were abou! 50A and average

currents were about 0.7pA. Towards the end of the runs, we lengthened the rnacropulsc to

100Ps, increased the charge to 3 nC/micropulse, and bunched to our limit of about 10 ps. In

this mode, the peak-current was -300A and the average was 6PA. The OTR foils were polished

molybdenum, aluminized fused silica, and 7.6 pm-thick Kapton,

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS

Data were obtained wi[h both single-foil and two-foil setups and with several diffcren[

e-beam focusing conditions and average curr ‘nts. Due to space Iimitatioos only a few examples

will be shown. It is highly probable that our simple msumplions on the electron-beam

distributions will have to be modified to account for a core of good quallty beam (Iowcr

emittance) superimposed wiih a halo of poor -quali[y beam (high emil[ance), Also, the present

calculirtion does not include energy spread effects,

Fi~,.lre 5 is ? composi[e figure showing single-foil (-~rR dn(a for bn[h br!;!n~ divl?~gcnc~’

and beam profiles. The beam was focussed [O nn x- waist and lhc Iincar polarizer wos tlricn[cd

horizontally, The images are shown in the upprr two qurdranls and Ihc I)rofilc!i LIICdis~~l:lyl(!

in the Iwo lower quadrants, In the lower left qum!l~nt, the chnlticteristic Iobr-s[ruc[ule 01”111is

seen ,lc the horizontal axis and 1; for a vertical scan is shown on the vcrtic:ll rrxis, “1’hc

x and y- bcalnspo[ profiles are seen in [hc lower right quadran[, l:i~urc {) sh{)ws :1 con)l):iI is~)ll

of the data ill Eig. 5 [o a cnlcul~tirrn for E - 20 MeV arrd the rms x-crrmporrrnt of beam

diver~cnce of 4,9 mrad obtained from n Icast-squares fitting routine. ‘1’llc two Iol)c plvlhs C;ll)

bc scvn ot n~}proxinlrrtc]y 125 rnlnd oi expcclcd for y - 4 I “1’1)~.le:lr~~sonl[, ~l~~vi;l[iolls IJ1*[W(,(II}

[hc tw~~curk~s, and us n~rn[it)ncd in [hc (Jpcrring ()( thi~ scc[ion, [his is n I)tclit]iill:ily :Ill;ll)sif
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The x-component of emittance, Cx, calculated by using the above value of 4.9 mrad and the

half width, half maximum intensity of the beamspot of 0.8 mnl is Cx = 4X mm mrad. Similar

values were obtained for the y-component of cmittance, f
Y“

For comparison to the OTR angular pattern result, we used the variation of the beam spot

profile with quadruple (Q3) field variation to determine emittance somewhat independently

(but using OTR light f~r the profile determinations). Using the full-width-at-half-maximum

(FWHM) spot-diameter values, we fit the data to the appropriate hyperbola. We obtained

unnormalized emittances of CA = 1.51r mm mrad and ey = I.in mm mrad, where it is noted that

in these cases the x and y waists were obtained separately. We did not observe such small

values when we tried trj focus simultaneousl>~ in x and y, nor when we ran at the higher peak

current modt described in section 11. The underlying assumption of the quadruple focusing

method is a ~nifor~ density el[ipse in phase space, while the analysis of the OTR angular

distribution was based on a gaussian distribution of beam-particle angles at the beam waist.

Reconciliation of these two distributions should account for most of the differences between

the two measurements [6]. Finally, the actual beam distributions may need to be modeled more

carefully for both emittance measurement techniques. Energy-spread effects should be

included in [hat step.

A two-foil OTR interference experiment was also performed. The first foil was a thin,

transparent (7.6 pm = 0.3 roil) Kapton film spaced 0.5 mm in fron’ of the aluminized fused-

silica screen, Figure 7 shows the predicted patterns for the parallel (111)and nerpendicubr (11)

polarization components for this system a[ 45” [u the beam and !“:r divergences of 5.0 and 1.37

mrwis. The latter value is an estimated lower limit for this assernnly due to the beam

scnttcring hy the first foil, The predicted three fringes were observed with no filler, a 600-nm

bnnd pass filter, and with the polarizer oriented on both x and y axis. Figure 8 shows a

horizontal profile through the experimental interference pattern wi[h a 600 x 40 nm bandpms

I“il[rr. !%v~rtil files U( daIa are ~till (o be analy~.ed.

In rcgdrr_l [0 foil survivability issues, wc have some preliminary results also, The

alun]inil.cd fused-silica screen was t)ombnrdccl for several hours a day for four days at the

Iowcr current mode (still atrout 600 rmicropuls?s per macropblse) wilh no observable damage.

Ii(jwcvcr, al Ihc high mmic (2000” tnicropulscs. -300A prak currcnl), the alull~iriunl fkrkcd ol”f in

[ens t)f minulrs, “l’his may hrrvc been pnrti:llly n diffcrrntial healing t?ffccl with IIIC fusr+

silicn substrmtr (which appenrcd undtimugc(l), In the tw~)-i”oil SIsscmbly, n sinlit:lr cxpcrin)rnt

W:IS~~ctfornlcd. Wc (~bscrvcd no csppnrcnt dnrnngc 10 the Kapton trorsl foil. nnd lhc nlunlinilr~l

foscd sili~”a wws affcctcd Icss thnn irl its single foil trots ovrr icrls of” minulcs Knpt[)n foil
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flamess or tautness may have altered during the low- to higher-current runs, but no significant

effect on the interference patterl, was observed.

As was noted in early OTR experiments by Wartski [7], the position of the central

minimum of the OTR pattern is sensitive to the angle of interception of the electron beam with

respect to the foil normal, Thus by adjusting the steering magnets and observing both the beam

image and the angular distribution image with respect to the laser reference points, one can

carefully align the e-beam with the alignment laser axis, which in our case was also the FEL

oscillator axis, This technique was used in our experiments, and should considerably simplify

FEL e-beam tuning for the wiggler region,

Finally, we briefly address our preliminary designs for the Boeing FEL experiment. Since

the e-beam energy is 110 MeV, larger spacing between the interferometer foils is possible .

Therefore, we will be able to look at the front face of the second foil directly. Predicted

interferograms for several cases of beam divergence are shown in Fig, 9, The upper figure

shows the 0.4 and 0.6 mrad for a foil spacing of 4 cm, and the lower figure shows the

difference between 0.6 and 0.9 mrad for the foil spacing of 2 cm, In both cases, a bandpass

filter at 450 nm was assumed. Our initial experiments may use thin carbon foils as the first

foil and existing polished-aluminum mirrors as the second surface. Our e-beam “pointing”

studies will also be done during these experiments.

IV, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The OTR technique compares favorably with standard emittance diagnostics that rely on

measurement sequences (quadruple field variation) at one screen position or two screens,

Several advantages for OTR are:

Measurements are possible on a

Data structure and theory allow

single macropulse (source strenglh permitting),

on-line cvalualiun uf emi(lance,

A single position in the beamline can be used for e-beam profile, divergence,

angle (poinling) measurements,

Thinner screens (foils) reduce beam scattering and x-ray production, and

O’rll provides a simultaneous e-beam energy diagnostic (-1% ilccur~cy),

Some disadvantages are relnted to source brightness, the required careful optical

and

alignments, and convolution of divergence and energy effects. III the final analysis tl)ougll,
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OTR-based diagnostics should prcvide information vital to optimization of FEL performance

and the validations of simulations of FEL experiments.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7,
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig.4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

A schematic representation of OTR and Cherenkov radiation patterns.

A schematic representation of the OTR angular distribution pattern dependence on

e-beam parameters where ~ is the Lorentz facto i..

A schematic experimental setup for the OTR experiments on the Los Alamos FEL.

A schematic representation of the focus at the object (beam spot) and focus at

infinity (angular distribution) techniques.

A composite of OTR single foil data showing both divergence and beam spot image~

(upper) and profiles (lower).

A comparison of divergence data from Fig. 5 to a calculation with u = 4.9 mrad.

Predicted interferogram patterns for the Los Alamos case.

Experimental profile for the interference experiment data exhibiting [he expected

three fringes.

Predicted interferogram for several cases of e-beam divergence for the Boein~ FEL

case.
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OPTICAL TRANSITION RADIATION PATTERNS
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SCHEMATIC OTR INTENSITY PROFILE
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Schematic of OTR Experiment
( Los Alamos )
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SINGLE FOIL DIVERGENCE RESULTS

20MeV, 4.9mrad, x-waist
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Ea= 20MoV
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Initial Two-Foil
Interference Pattern
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INITIAL PREDICTED INTERFEROGRAM FOR

BOEING BURST MODE ELECTRON-BEAM EMITTANCE
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